
 
Lesson Title: Rates of Reaction Lesson 
Course: Science 10 
Designer: Lauren Carlson 

 Learning Outcomes/Intentions 
Formal Unit Outcome(s): Outcome SCI10-CR4: Investigate the rates of chemical reactions, including 
factors that affect the rate.  
Indicator (c): Formulate scientific questions about the rates of chemical reactions and the factors that 
affect rates of chemical reactions 
Indicator (g): Reflect upon data collection and analysis procedures, and suggest improvements to 
increase precision and accuracy 
Indicator (h): Use the collision model to explain differences in chemical reaction rates 

Knowledge & Understandings: 
Students will define the collision theory and how it relates to concentration, temperature, surface area, 
and catalysts in chemical reaction. 

Essential Questions:  
How does the collision theory relate to concentration, temperature, surface area, and catalysts in 
chemical reactions? 

Skills: 
K(nowledge): scientific knowledge of chemistry 
S(kills): analyzing and interpreting 
A(ttitudes): interest in science; inquiry in science; collaboration 

Objectives: 
I will apply the collision theory to my results from yesterday’s activity in order to figure out why the 
reaction rate changed for parts 2-4.  
I will determine what is happening to the atoms in each part of the activity to explain why the reaction 
rates changed. 

Assessment Evidence 
Formative Assessments (Assessment for Learning):  

1. Students will be assessed on their answers to questions asked as well as the types of questions 
they are asking. This will inform the amount of direction required for students to understand how 
temperature, concentration, and surface area relate to the rate of a chemical reaction. 

Summative Assessments (Assessment of Learning): 
1. Students will complete an assignment to determine how well they understand the collision 

theory and how changing concentration, temperature, surface area, and adding a catalyst in 
chemical reactions changes their rate of reaction. 

Safety 

There are no safety concerns in this lesson. 

Materials 

● prepared PowerPoint 
● assignment copies (one per student) 
● TedEd video regarding rates of reaction 

 
 



Learning Plan 
Review from last class                                                                                                       5 min 
What is the rate of reaction? 
How quickly the reactants in a reaction change into the products of the reaction. 
 
How can we measure the rate of reaction? 
We measure how quickly the reactants decrease OR we measure how quickly the products increase. 
 
Is it possible for us to change the rate of chemical reactions? 
Yes. 
 
Lab Debrief                                                                                                                          25 min 
PowerPoint 
Put the results from the activity up. Ask students to write the class average on their data table if 
they haven’t already. 
 
Review why we did the class average. 
 
What was the purpose of the reaction in Part 1? 
The control experiment. It is what we will compare each of the other experiments to. 
 
Ask students to describe how their rates of reaction in each part of the activity compared to the 
rate of reaction in part 1. 
 
The Collision Theory 
 
Concentration - what it is; relation to the collision theory 
 
Surface Area - what it is; relation to the collision theory 
 
Temperature - what it is; relation to the collision theory 
 
Show TedEd video summarizing everything we’ve learned - explain how first two equate to an 
increase in concentration 
 
Ask students to notice one additional element for increasing the rate of reactions (catalyst) 
 
 



Science 10: Rates of Reaction Assignment 
 
1. What is the collision theory? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What are two ways to make a reaction go faster? 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Fill out the following table summarizing methods of changing the rate of reaction 
 

 What is it? How can you 
change it? 

What is its 
relationship to the 
collision theory? 

Temperature  
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Concentration  
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Surface Area   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 



4. Keeping in mind the effect heating the water had on the rate of reaction between the water 
and Alka-Seltzer, describe why we refrigerate our food using the collision theory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.  If you were making bread and increased the amount of yeast and sugar in the recipe without 
increasing the rest of the ingredients, what would happen to the bread? (Hint: Yeast feeds on 
sugar producing carbon dioxide (CO2) which in turn causes the bread to rise.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Would ground meat or steak spoil more quickly? Explain using what you know about the 
collision theory. 
 


